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The objective of this study was to determine if abnormal
sonographlc findings among live embryos are predictive
of early pregnancy loss.
Methods: This was a retrospective cohort analytic study
involving 419 pregnant women with viable first trimester
pregnancy transvaginal sonographic examination.
Sonographic characteristics of the choriodecidual
appearance, gestational sac position, yolk sac size, fetal
heart rate, subchorionic hemorrhage and laterality of the
corpus luteum were noted. The clinical outcome of
pregnancy was considered abnormal if a spontaneous first
trimester pregnancy loss of less than 12 weeks' gestation
occurred following the sonogram. Univariate and
multivariate logistic regression analyses were performed
to estimate odds ratios for the independent predictor
variables in the study. Sensitivity, specificity and accuracy
were computed.
Results: Irregular choriodecidual appearance, low
gestational sac, macro yolk sac, presence of subchorionic
hemorrhage and laterality of corpus luteum formation were
not significantly associated with early pregnancy loss.
Fetal bradycardia <1OObpmwas significantly associated
with early pregnancy loss, OR 26.672, 95%CI9.721-73.179.
The sensitivity and specificity of fetal bradycardia as
predictors of early pregnancy loss were 41.4% and 96.7%
respectively. It had a 48% positive predictive value, 95.7%
negative predictive value and 92.8% accuracy.
Conclusion: Sonographic finding of fetal bradycardia
~1OObpmis a predictor of early pregnancy loss. It may be
recommended that awoman with a viable early first trimester
gestation with fetal bradycardia should have a repeat
sonogram later in the first trimester to re-assess fetal
viability.
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APproximately 15% of clinically evident
pregnancies and 60% of chemically evident

pregnancies end in spontaneous abortions. Eighty
percent of spontaneous abortion occurs prior to 12
weeks of gestation;' In 1980, Miller, et al. in
evaluating post-implantation pregnancy wastage,
reported that 43% of pregnancies end in failure.
However, only one-fifth of these cases are clinically
recognized as spontaneous abortions.? In most
instances, the etiology of first trimester pregnancy
wastage is unknown. In general, significant
embryologic malformations that result in demise can
be the result of genetic or chromosomal,
environmental or combined factors.'

In many settings, transvaginal ultrasound is used
routinely for early pregnancy confirmation.
However, the fact remains that no single test is
available in differentiating a pregnancy that is likely
to continue or not. Perhaps, ultrasonography is the
best single diagnostic test. The availability of a high
resolution transvaginal ultrasound imaging has
made it possible to visualize embryonic development
from a very early stage in pregnancy." No single
ultrasound measurement of the different anatomical
features in the first trimester has been shown to have
a high predictive value for determining early
pregnancy outcorne.> Ultrasound parameters
combined with maternal serum hormone levels,
maternal age, smoking habits, obstetric history and
the occurrence of vaginal bleeding have all been
combined in multivariate analyses, with mixed
results.

At present, transvaginal ultrasound is the
imaging examination of choice to evaluate the
anatomy and physiology of the human fetal parts
from as early as the third week post implantation
onwards. In particular, transvaginal sonography,
with its ability to provide accurate in-vivo images of
the early gestational sac, has also provided pivotal
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clues to the epidemiology and pathophysiology of
early pregnancy failure.' In comparison to a
transabdominal approach, vaginal transducers
provide superior resolution with respect to examining
the appearance and contents of the gestational sac
as well as the ovaries and adnexa. Various
sonographic features have been discussed with respect
to accuracy in predicting pregnancy outcome. They
include small sac size relative to the embryo,
embryonic bradycardia, distorted sac shape, enlarged
or abnormal yolk sac and subchorionic hemorrhage."

Transvaginal sonography has revolutionized
clinical practice by providing definite evidence of fetal
viability in early pregnancy as early as six weeks. In
patients with normal pregnancies, when embryo
viability is confirmed, the rate of pregnancy loss is
low at a reported incidence of 3.2%.7 One study
showed that if a gestational sac was visible, the
embryonic loss rate was 11.5%; with a yolk sac it
was 8.5%; with an embryo less than 5mm in length,
it was 7.2%; and with an embryonic length of 6-10
mm, it was 3.3%.8 Achiron, et al. in 1991 found
embryonic heart rate to be a promising parameter in
predicting embryonic outcome after ultrasound
proven viahility." Several authors have reported
spontaneous abortions after describing embryos with
heart rates less than 85 beats per minute.v'"" An
unusually slow heart rate or fetal bradycardia is a
cause of concern. As many as 18% of women with
vaginal bleeding during the first half of pregnancy
have ultrasonographic evidence for a subchorionic
hemorrhage as the etiology for their bleeding. 12The
clinical significance of this type of hemorrhage is
controversial, with some investigators reporting an
increased incidence of spontaneous abortion, and
others concluding that this condition does not
adversely affect pregnancy outcome. A yolk sac
diameter more than two standard deviations (2 SD)
from the mean predicted abnormal pregnancy
outcome with a sensitivity of 91.4 %, specificity of
66% and a positive predictive value of 88.8%.13

Such abnormal sonographic findings on the
embryo can be used to identify the subgroup of
pregnancies that are at higher risk of early pregnancy
loss and thus require closer follow-up.

Objectives

General Objective

This study aimed to determine if sonographic
findings among live embryos of irregular

choriodecidua1 appearance, low gestational sac
position, macro yolk sac, fetal bradycardia and
presence of subchorionic hemorrhage as well as
laterality of the corpus 1uteum are predictive of early
pregnancy loss

Specific Objectives

1. To determine the incidence of sonographic
findings of irregular choriodecidua1 appearance,
low gestational sac position, macro yolk sac, fetal
bradycardia, and presence of subchorionic
hemorrhage among live embryos

2. To identify the incidence of laterality of the
corpus luteum in first trimester pregnancy scans

3. To determine the association of irregular
choriodecidua1 appearance, low gestational sac
position, macro yolk sac, fetal bradycardia and
presence of subchorionic hemorrhage as well as
laterality of the corpus 1uteum with early
pregnancy loss

4. To compute for the sensitivity and specificity of
significant sonographic featurels among irregular
choriodecidual appearance, low gestational sac
position, macro yolk sac, fetal bradycardia,
presence of subchorionic hemorrhage and
laterality of corpus luteum as predictor Is of early
pregnancy loss

5. To identify confounding maternal characteristics
associated with early pregnancy loss among
women with first trimester ultrasound evaluation

Definition of Terms

Irregular choriodecidual appearance refers to the
so no graphic appearance of the echoes that surround
an early intrauterine gestational sac which includes
irregular or distorted sac shape; a thin (x Zmm},
weakly echogenic, or irregular choriodecidual
reaction; and absence of the double decidual sac sign
when the mean sac diameter (MSD) exceeds 10 mm."

Low gestational sac position refers to an abnormally
low position of the gestational sac within the
endometrial cavity. 14

Macro yolk sac has a diameter of >6mm which is an
abnormal feature. 14
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Fetal bradycardia fetal heart rate less than or equal
to 100 bpm."

Subchorionic hemorrhage an anechoic area on
ultrasound that has a falciform shape, and is usually
observed behind or below the gestational sac,
separating the chorion from the inner wall of the
uterus. 14

Abortion is the expulsion of the product of conception
or termination of pregnancy before 20 weeks
gestational age or at less than 500 grams
birthweight."

Early pregnancy loss spontaneous early abortion or
spontaneous first trimester fetal loss « 12 weeks age
of gestation)."

Advanced Maternal Age maternal age of 35 years or
above. 16

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This was a retrospective cohort analytic study of
pregnant women at risk of having spontaneous early
abortion.

Subjects included all women (total enumeration)
with first trimester pregnancy 5 to 9 weeks' gestation
who underwent transvaginal sonographic
examination between January 2010 to February 2011
at the Women's Health Care Unit of St. Luke's
Medical Center. All scans were done by board-
certified obstetrician-gynecologist sonologists. Only
the first scan that showed detectable fetal cardiac
activity was included. Exclusion criteria included
the following: ectopic pregnancy, multiple
pregnancies, missed abortion, fibroids or any other
uterine disorder.

Gestational age was confirmed by last menstrual
period, if known, and by the crown-rump length
measurement on the study scan for between 5 to 9
weeks' gestation, determining the crown-rump length
measurement is considered the most accurate method
of dating.

A real time B-mode scan was initially performed
to define the uterine position, size and morphology.
Sonographic characteristics or descriptions of the
choriodecidual appearance (regular or irregular) 14,

gestational sac position (normal or 10w)14,yolk sac
size «6mm or ~6mm, macro yolk sac)!", fetal heart
rate (>100bpm or :::;;100bpm, b rad ycar d ia )!",
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subchorionic hemorrhage (absent or present)" and
laterality of the corpus 1uteum (right or left) were
noted. .

Maternal clinical characteristics were likewise
retrieved from their ultrasound records and this
included maternal age «35 years or ~35 years) and
history of previous abortion! s (with or without
history of previous abortion/ s).

The clinical outcome of pregnancy was
determined by means of follow up ultrasound
examination, interview with the referring physicians,
telephone calls to physicians' offices and review of
delivery and/or pathology records. Normal clinical
outcome or successful pregnancy outcome was
determined by normal second- or third trimester
sonograms, or if clinical records confirm normal
pregnancy progression. The clinical outcome was
considered abnormal if a spontaneous early abortion
or first trimester pregnancy loss of less than 12 weeks'
gestation occurred following the sonogram.

This study was limited by the use of several
ultrasound machines and by the different sonologists
who interpreted the ultrasound findings.
Interobserver bias was not eliminated in this study.

Data management and encoding were facilitated
using Microsoft Excel and SPSS 17.0 for Windows
programs. The descriptive statistics were determined
by means of the SPSS frequency, descriptives and
crosstabs procedures. For the comparison between
means, t tests were performed. Computations and
analysis were carried out using Chi-square and
Fisher's tests to determine association among
categorical variables. With the same software,
univariate and multivariate logistic regression
analyses were performed to estimate odds ratios for
the independent predictor variables in the study. This
included the estimation of the 95% confidence
intervals of the event risks. A P value of < .05 was
considered statistically significant. For fetal heart
rate, a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curve was processed. A cut off value was explored
in association with early pregnancy loss. The point
in the curve where both sensitivity and specificity
have highest values nearest to the area under the
curve of 1.0 was considered as a diagnostic cut off
point from this study.

RESULTS

There were a total of 419 subjects included in
this study over the 14-month study period. The
maternal ages ranged from 16 to 42 years with a mean
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maternal age of 30.87 ± 5.006 years. All subjects
were scanned between 5 to 9 weeks age of gestation
and the mean age of gestation at time of first
trimester scan was 7.06 ± 1.297 weeks' gestation. The
fetal heart rate recorded ranged from 38 to 197 bpm
with a mean fetal heart rate of 143.44 ± 26.761 bpm.

Table 1 shows the sonographic characteristics
of the first trimester scans of the subjects included
in this study. The incidence of irregular
choriodecidual appearance and low gestational sac
position was only 0.2% each for there was only one
of 419 cases each recorded for the said sonographic
characteristics. Likewise, the incidence of finding
a macro yolk sac or a yolk sac >6 mm in diameter
was only 0.7% as there were only three recorded
cases. The most common abnormal sonographic
finding among the subjects scanned was presence
of subchorionic hemorrhage with an incidence of
82.1 % (344/419 cases). Fetal bradycardia or finding
of fetal heart rate <100 bpm was found only in 25
subjects giving an incidence of 6.0%. As to the
laterality of the corpus luteum, right-sided corpus
luteum formation was more than twice as common
as a left-sided corpus luteum formation with an
incidence of 69.9% and 30.1 %, respectively.
Moreover, the table also shows the maternal clinical
characteristics obtained from the ultrasound records.
Among the 419 women included in this study, about
one-fifth (21. 7%) of the subjects were more than or
equal to 35 years of age and 15.5% had a history
of previous abortion/ s.

Table 2 shows the distribution of pregnancy
outcomes. Of the 419 subjects, 29 women (6.9%)
had an early pregnancy loss or a spontaneous first
trimester pregnancy loss.

Table 3 shows the univariate analysis of the
association of the sonographic and maternal clinical
characteristics according to pregnancy outcome.
Since there were too few cases of irregular
choriodecidual appearance, low gestational sac
position and macro yolk sac or yolk sac size ~6 mm
in diameter, Chi square test may be invalid or not
reliable. Even if the finding of subchorionic
hemorrhage was the most common sonographic
abnormality among the subjects, only 8.0% of these
cases had an early pregnancy loss. Results showed
that there was no association of presence of
subchorionic hemorrhage with early pregnancy loss
that was statistically significant (P=0.685). Likewise,
laterality of the corpus luteum did not show an
association with early pregnancy loss that was
statistically significant (P=0.780). Only the finding

of fetal bradycardia or fetal heart rate ~100 bpm was
found to be associated with early pregnancy loss that
was statistically significant at P<O.OO1. Among the
25 cases with fetal bradycardia 48% (12/25 of cases)
had early pregnancy loss. Fetal bradycardia rendered
these women about 20 times at increased risk of

Table 1. Sonographic and maternal characteristics.

Variables Number Percent
n = 419

Sonographic Characteristics

Choriodecidual appearance
Regular 418 99.8%
Irregular 1 0.2%

Gestational sac position
Normal 418 99.8%
Low 1 0.2%

Yolk sac size
<6mm 416 99.3%
2:6mm (macro yolk sac) 3 0.7%

Fetal heart rate
>100 bpm 394 94.0%
:5100 bpm (bradycardia) 25 6.0%

Subchorionic hemorrhage
Absent 75 17.9%
Present 344 82.1%

Laterality of the corpus luteum
Right 293 69.9%
Left 126 30.1%

Maternal Clinical Characteristics

Age
<35 years 328 78.3%
2:35 years 91 21.7%

History of previous abortion/s
No 354 84.5%
Yes 65 15.5%

Table 2. Distribution of pregnancy outcomes.

Pregnancy Outcome Number
n = 419

Percent

Early pregnancy loss - 1st trimester
pregnancy loss, < 12 weeks age of
gestation 29 6.9%

Successful pregnancy - normal
pregnancy progression to > 12
weeks age of gestation 390 93.1%
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having an early pregnancy loss, OR 20.471, 95%CI
8.124-51.517.

As to maternal clinical characteristics, history of
previous abortion/ s was not associated with early
pregnancy loss (P=0.425). It was maternal age ~35
years which was associated with early pregnancy loss
and this association was statistically significant at
P=0.002. Among the 91 women aged ~35 years, 13
or 14.2% had early pregnancy loss. Advanced
maternal age, age ;:::35years, rendered these women
about three times at increased risk of having early
pregnancy loss, OR 3.303, 95%CI 1.524-7.156.

Table 4 shows that in a multivariate analysis of
both sonographic and maternal clinical
characteristics according to pregnancy outcome, fetal
bradycardia and advanced maternal age were still
the same variables that were significantly associated
with early pregnancy loss. Fetal bradycardia, fetal
heart rate ~100 bpm, rendered a woman to about 26
times at increased risk of early pregnancy loss, OR
26.672, 95%CI 9.721-73.179. Advanced maternal
age of ;:::35years rendered a woman to about 5 times
at increased risk of early pregnancy loss, OR 4.666,
95%CI1.891-11.513.

Variables

Table 3. Sonographic and maternal clinical characteristics according to pregnancy outcome, univariate analysis.

P valuePregnancy Outcome
Early Pregnancy Loss* Successful Pregnancy **

Sonographic Characteristics

(28/418) 6.7% (390/418) 93.3%
(1/1) 100%

(28/418) 6.7% (390/41) 93.3%
(111) 100%

(27/416) 6.5% (389/416) 93.5%
(213) 66.7% (113) 33.3%

<0.001
(171394) 4.3% (377/394) 95.7% OR 20.471
(12/25) 48.0% (13/25) 52.0% 95%CI

8.1234 - 51.517

0.685
(23/344) 6.7% (321/344) 93.3%
(6/75) 8.0% (69/75) 92.0%

0.780
(19/293) 6.5% (274/293) 93.5%
(9/126) 7.1% (117/126) 92.9%

Choriodecidual appearance]
Regular
Irregular

Gestational sac position]
Normal
Low

Yolk sac size]
<6mm
zernm (macro yolk sac)

Fetal heart rate
>100 bpm
~100 bpm (bradycardia)'

Subchorionic hemorrhage
Absent
Present

Laterality of the corpus luteum
Right
Left

Maternal Clinical Characteristics

Age
<35 years
~35 years

(16/328) 4.9%
(13/91) 14.3%

History of previous abortion/ s
No
Yes

(23/354) 6.5%
(6/65) 9.2%

(331/354) 93.5%
(59/65) 90.8%

(312/328) 95.1%
(78/91) 85.7%

0.002
OR 3.303
95%CI
1.524 - 7.156

0.425

* Early Pregnancy Loss - l st trimester pregnancy loss, < 12 weeks age of gestation
**Successful Pregnancy - normal pregnancy progression to > 12 weeks age of gestation
t In cases where the events were too few, Chi square test may be invalid or not reliable
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Table 4. Sonographic and maternal clinical characteristics
according to pregnancy outcome, multivariate analysis (Qualitative).

Variables Sig. Exp (B) 95% CI for Exp (B)
Lower Upper

Fetal heart rate
~100 bpm 0.000 26.672 9.721 73.179

Maternal age ;:0-35years 0.001 4.666 1.891 11.513

Constant 0.000 0.026

Table 5. Sonographic and maternal clinical characteristics
according to pregnancy outcome, multivariate analysis
(Quantitative).

Variables Sig. Exp (B) 95% CI for Exp (B)
Lower Upper

Fetal heart rate 0.001 0.974 0.960 0.989

Maternal age 0.016 1.102 1.018 1.193

Constant 0.151 0.102

Table 5 shows that by quantitative analysis, in
terms of actual maternal age, the odds of early
pregnancy loss are increased by more than 62% for
every 5-year increase in maternal age holding fetal
heart rate constant. Likewise, the odds of early
pregnancy loss decrease by more than 22% for every
10 beats per minute increase in fetal heart rate holding
maternal age constant.

Table 6 shows the outcomes of pregnancies with
fetal bradycardia. There were 25 cases of fetal
bradycardia and 12 of them (48.0%) terminated in
early pregnancy loss. The sensitivity and specificity
of fetal bradycardia, fetal heart rate ::;100 bpm, as a
predictor of early pregnancy loss was 41.4% and

96.7%, respectively. A sonographic detection of fetal
bradycardia of :::;100 bpm had a 48% positive
predictive value and a 95.7% negative predictive
value. The accuracy of fetal bradycardia as a
predictor of pregnancy loss was 92.8%.

ROC Curve

1.

0.8 Fetal bradycardia cut-off:
98bpm

~0.6

~en
c:
~ 0.4

Sensitivity: 31%
Specificity: 97.4%
Accuracy: 92.8%

0.2

0.2 0.6 0.8 La0.4

1 • Specificity

Diagonal segments are produced by ties,

Figure 1. Receiver operating characteristic curve for fetal
bradycardia.

In the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curve, the true positive rate (sensitivity) was plotted
in function of the false positive rate (I-sensitivity)
for different cut-off points of the fetal heart rate as a
parameter. Each point on the ROC curve represents
a sensitivity/specificity pair corresponding to a
particular decision threshold. In this study
population, fetal bradycardia cut-off of 98bpm was
the cut-off that would give the highest possible
sensitivity and specificity combined. There were 19
cases of fetal bradycardia, fetal heart rate ::;98bpm,
and 9 of them (47.3%) terminated in early pregnancy
loss. It has a low sensitivity at 31% but has a higher
specificity at 97.4%. The accuracy of fetal

Table 6. Presence or absence of fetal bradycardia according to pregnancy outcome.

Fetal Bradycardia Pregnancy Outcome P value
Early Pregnancy Loss* Successful Pregnancy **

Present 12 13 25

Absent 17 377 394

Total 29 390 419

*Early Pregnancy Loss - 1st trimester pregnancy loss, < 12 weeks age of gestation
**Successful Pregnancy - normal pregnancy progression to> 12 weeks age of gestation
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bradycardia ::;98bpm was likewise 92.8%. A
sonographic detection of fetal bradycardia of
::;98bpm had a 47.4% positive predictive value and a
95% negative predictive value, similar to that of fetal
bradycardia at ::;100bpm.

DISCUSSION

Transvaginal ultrasound has become an
invaluable tool in the evaluation of the embryo as a
patient in early pregnancy. Several researches have
come up with multiple parameters that will predict
unfavorable pregnancy outcome including those
cases where normal cardiac activity has already been
sonographically demonstrated.

Harris, et al. in 2006, did a prospective study in
a series of patients with a sonographic finding of a
chorionic "bump," which was an irregular, convex
bulge from the choriodecidual surface into the first-
trimester gestational sac.'? The pregnancy outcomes
of these cases with irregular choriodecidual
appearance were compared with the general
population and infertility first-trimester control
groups. The finding of an irregular choriodecidual
appearance in the first trimester sonogram was
associated with a guarded prognosis for the early
pregnancy with a livebirth rate of <50%.17 In this
study, there was only one case of irregular
choriodecidua1 appearance which eventually resulted
in early pregnancy loss. The incidence was only 0.2%
with a 100% poor outcome. Using univariate
analysis, the difference would have been statistically
significant, however, due to the low incidence, the
chi-square test may be invalid.

Low gestational sac within the endometrial cavity
also predicts poor pregnancy outcome since this
means that the sac is beginning to detach from its
normal implantation site and serially goes down on
its way to expulsion.!" In this study, there was
likewise only one case of low gestational sac which
also resulted in early pregnancy loss. The incidence
was only 0.2% with a 100% poor outcome. Using
univariate analysis, the difference would have been
statistically significant however as with the irregular
choriodecidua1 appearance due to the low incidence,
the chi-square test may be invalid.

A yolk sac size of more than 6mm in diameter is
considered a macro yolk sac and is a predictive of
poor outcome. A yolk sac more than 2 standard
deviations from the mean predicted abnormal
pregnancy outcome with a sensitivity of 91 %,
specificity of 66% and a positive predictive value of
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88.8%.14 In this study, 66.7% of those with abnormal
yolk sac resulted in early pregnancy loss with a
sensitivity of only 6.9%, specificity of 99.7% and
positive predictive value of 66.7%. However, since
there were only 3 cases with this abnormal
sonographic finding, a univariate analysis may not
be valid to formulate conclusive association.

Subchorionic hemorrhage maybe due to partial
detachment of the trophoblast from the uterine wall
or abruption of the edge of the chorion frondosum-
decidua basalis complex. As many as 18% of women
with vaginal bleeding during the first half of
pregnancy have sonographic evidence of a
subchorionic hemorrhage as the etiology for their
bleeding. The clinical significance of this type of
hemorrhage is controversial, with some investigators
reporting an increased incidence of spontaneous
ab o r t io n.J'' In this study, the incidence of a
sonographic finding of subchorionic hemorrhage
was 17.9%. With only 8.0% of cases resulting in
early pregnancy loss, its association with poor
outcome was not statistically significant (P=0.685).
This study showed similar results as with the study
of Lulu, et al. in 1996, reporting that subchorionic
hematoma in early pregnancy may not be all that
significant, since the presence of hematoma does not
necessarily imply poor outcome. It has been said
that subchorionic bleed likely represents an incidental
finding, therefore, and when small and asymptomatic,
may be of no clinical significance. 18

Devajaran, et al. conducted a retrospective study
to observe the relationship between the laterality of
ovulation and the viability of pregnancy. It has been
reported that a predominant right sided ovulation
exists in human being as has been reported in the
past and that there was no statistically significant
difference between the laterality of corpus luteum and
viability of pregnancy. 19Similar to the results of this
study, right-sided corpus luteum formation was more
than twice as common as a left-sided corpus luteum
formation, 69.9% vs 30.1 %. On univariate analysis,
laterality of corpus luteum formation was not
significantly associated with early pregnancy loss
(P=0.780).

As to reviews on embryonic heart rate, Achiron,
et al. constructed normograms for the embryonic
heart rate in 603 embryos at 5.5 to 11 weeks' gestation
to determine whether deviation from the normal heat
rate can predict fetal loss after ultrasound proven
viability. In their study, 15 of the 23 spontaneous
abortion cases recorded embryonic heart rates outside
the 95% confidence interval or crown-rump length.'!
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In another review by Benson, et al. (1994) involving
pregnancies of less than 8 weeks' gestation with an
embryonic heart rate of <;90 bpm, fetal demise
occurred in all 7 embryos with heart rate < 70 bpm,
10 of 11 with heart rates of 70-79 bpm, and 15 of 19
with heart rates of 80-90 bpm." In a very large series
involving 2,164 singleton pregnancies between 6 and
8 weeks' gestation, Stefos and co-workers (1998)
observed subsequent embryonic demise in all embryos
that presented with a heart rate of <;85 beats/
minute."

The results of this retrospective study were similar
with the findings of Benson and Doubilet in 2005
where among the 25 pregnancies 5 to 9 weeks'
gestation, there were 12 cases of fetal bradycardia
and all of them terminated in early pregnancy losses.
All had repeat sonograms showing early intrauterine
embryonic or fetal demise within a week's time from
the sonographic detection of heart rate :::;100 bpm.
As in this retrospective study, using fetal heart rate
<;100 bpm as cut-off for fetal bradycardia, the
incidence was 6.0% and early pregnancy loss occurred
in 48.0% of cases with a sensitivity of 41.4% and a
sensitivity of 96.7%. Its positive and negative
predictive values were 48% and 95.7%, respectively
with an accuracy of 92.8%. Furthermore, in the
Receiving Operating Characteristic Curve that was
processed, a fetal bradycardia cut-off of 98 bpm
likewise gave a low sensitivity at 31% but a higher
specificity at 97.4% with nearly similar positive and
negative predictive values at 47.4% and 95%,
respectively. The accuracy was the same at 92.8%.

As with the previous reports, there was significant
association between fetal bradycardia and early
pregnancy loss. In both univariate and multivariate
analyses of the various abnormal sonographic
findings in first trimester scans, fetal bradycardia at
<;100bpm, was significantly associated with early
pregnancy loss, OR 26.672, 95%CI 9.721-73.179.

The dynamic changes occurring in the growth
of the embryo as the age of gestation progresses and
the corresponding changes in heart rate should never
be overlooked in interpreting this study's results.
Doubilet, et al. reported that at 5 to 6 weeks' gestation,
the mean embryonic heart rate is 101 bpm, which
increases to 143 bpm by 8 to 9 weeks' gestation and
subsequently plateaus at approximately 140 bpm.
Therefore, it is not unusual for an initially detected
embryonic heart rate to be somewhat slower than
the fetal heart rate recorded later in pregnancy. These
findings further emphasize that despite a high
sensitivity and specificity of fetal bradycardia as a

predictor of subsequent early pregnancy loss, the
biologic variation and the dynamism of the
corresponding heart rate for age of gestation should
likewise be considered in the further monitoring and
observation of pregnancy progression.

Moreover, this investigative study also included
possible confounding clinical variables in the subjects
or maternal characteristics such as the maternal age
and any history of previous abortion/ s. History of
previous abortion/ s was not significantly associated
with early pregnancy loss (P=0.425). On the other
hand, in both univariate and multivariate analyses
taking into consideration all possible abnormal
sonographic findings, advanced maternal age was
significantly associated with early pregnancy loss, OR
4.666, 95%CI 1.891-11.513. It cannot be
overemphasized that advanced maternal age of ~35
years is a risk factor for aneuploidy which
subsequently is a common cause of early pregnancy
loss.

A quantitative analysis of the association offetal
heart rate and maternal age with early pregnancy
loss was likewise made in this investigative review.
In terms of actual maternal age, the odds of early
pregnancy loss are increased by more than 62% for
every 5-year increase in maternal age holding fetal
heart rate constant. Likewise, the odds of early
pregnancy loss decrease by more than 22% for every
10 beats per minute increase in fetal heart rate holding
maternal age constant.

CONCLUSION

It is significant to establish a sonographic
parameter predictive of poor outcome or impending
first trimester loss so as to be guarded in the
reassurance provided to patients and their further
work-up and monitoring. An abnormal ultrasound
despite viability would caution the treating physician
to order a subsequent sonogram in 7 to 10 days.

The incidence of irregular choriodecidual
appearance and low gestational sac position was low
at 0.2% each. Likewise, the incidence of finding a
macro yolk sac or a yolk sac ~6 mm in diameter was
only 0.7%. The most common abnormal
sonographic finding among the subjects scanned was
presence of subchorionic hemorrhage with an
incidence of 82.1 %. Fetal bradycardia or finding of
fetal heart rate <;100 bpm was found only in 25/419
subjects giving an incidence of6.0%. As to laterality
of the corpus luteum, right-sided corpus luteum
formation was more than twice as common as a left-
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sided corpus 1uteum formation with an incidence of
69.9% and 30.1 % respectively.

Irregular choriodecidua1 appearance, low
gestational sac, macro yolk sac, presence of
subchorionic hemorrhage and laterality of corpus
1uteum formation were not significantly associated
with early pregnancy loss. Among the abnormal
first trimester sonographic findings only fetal
bradycardia fetal heart rate ~ 1OObpm, was
significantly associated with early pregnancy loss, OR
26.672, 95%CI 9.721-73.179. The sensitivity and
specificity of fetal bradycardia as a predictor of early
pregnancy loss were 41.4% and 96.7% respectively.
Fetal bradycardia of ~100 bpm had a 48% positive
predictive value, 95.7% negative predictive value and
92.8% accuracy.

Among the possible confounding maternal
characteristics studied among the subjects that may
affect first trimester outcome, history of previous
abortion/ s was not significantly associated with early
pregnancy loss (P=0.425) while advanced maternal
age was with OR 4.666, 95%CI 1.891-11.513.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the gathered data, it may be
recommended that a woman with a viable early first
trimester gestation with abnormal sonographic
findings should have a repeat sonogram later in the
first trimester to re-assess fetal viability. As to
sonographic features that may be prognostic factors
of adverse outcomes, the investigators recommend a
long-term study beyond the first trimester and
adverse perinatal outcomes such as pre term labor,
growth restriction and oligohydramnios be likewise
evaluated. Moreover, results of this study would
need further validation in a prospective review
enrolling more patients from a multi-center study.
It is hoped that in a multi-center study, a possible
risk scoring index for first trimester patients coming
in for an ultrasound will be formulated.
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